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論 文 内 容 要 旨
Flood disaster took place almost one third (32%) of world's disaster occurrences in the past 15 years (1990-2005). 
The trend has been climbing for the  last 30 years (1970-2005). Local and global initiative has been developed to 
reduce flood damage. Flood forecast ystem has been set as pre warning step for such effort. 
Present research aptured opportunity of rapidly developing umerical weather prediction (NWP) and grand effort 
of global hydrological dataset stablishment which both are boosted by the exponential r te of computation power. 
This advantages f ed present research two main assets; rainfall forecast as a product of  NWP and a distributed 
runoff model as a hydrologic model. 
Main objective of present research ismodel development forflood forecasts which suitable to conditions ofthe 
case study and reflecting natural hydrological condition. The forecast shall contribute oflood warning system. 
Case studies were selected which area 170-180 km2, typical size of small to midsize catchments. Time 
concentration f r both basin about one to two hour which reflecting short response ofrunoff. 
Application of recent advances in NWP has potential of allowing delivery advanced flood warning, such as 
European flood forecasting System which capable to provide apre warning at lead times of between 5-10 days 
based on ensemble global model and Numerical Weather Service — River Forecast Center (NWS-RFC) of US that 
utilizing stochastic - lumped model. However greater risk will be faced to utilize those methods on  catchments 
with short-response runoff such as found in archipelagic region. Convective rainfall or mesoscale system may 
drive extreme discharge on such basin and give short response time. This kind of system could not be well 
predicted by long term forecast uch as global models. The prediction time may to short o issue warning by only
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relying on monitoring from observation system or  nowcasting rainfall. During present research, Japan has been 
using river information system by an effective-conventional water level monitoring topredict floods and issue 
forecasts and warnings. 
 Present research use distributed rainfall-runoff model based on tank model. Itemphasized hydrological process in 
conceptual manner. All condition of infiltration process is modified from previous work since it is the most 
important process to the flood generation on a short response type-catchment. This runoff model has been 
calibrated and validated with good agreement for eight extreme vents during 2002-2007 in two selected 
 catchments. I  has made distinct haracteristic between temporal representations of i olated and continuous event 
which refers to condition of initial. This model has developed with very time efficient in order to shorten decision 
time of warning issuance. 
Present research as been developed a short range flood forecast model for event basis. The forecast based on 
Mesoscale Model  (MSM) and Regional Scale Model (RSM) rainfall forecast. The updating method isdeveloped 
based on Manning Equation for discharge and water depth updating, and based on rational method for subsurface 
water updating. 
The inclusion of updating procedure gives less error of prediction i  term of total volume runoff, however does 
not improve peak discharge prediction performance. Multi event error analysis hows that flood forecast error 
depends onrainfall forecast; he error grows in longer lead time at same rate as rainfall's. Flood forecast error 
increase in longer lead time with quantified trend, in volume runoff and peak discharge. Results have been 
suggesting that in overall MSM is more dependable th n RSM regarding the risk of false alarm which detected on 
the selected events. The forecast kill figure has been proposed which reflected prediction error against lead time. 
It may gain stronger relation for another added event. Multi event analysis an opening for develop additional 
 stochastic model to express future prediction uncertainty. Uncertainty estimation shows that rainfall forecast 
highly contributes to uncertainty of flood forecast. The runoff model has been reduced uncertainty of discharge 
prediction about a half that contains inrainfall's. 
An application f flood warning has been estimated based on people response toa warning. It has been considered 
adequate for six to twelve hours lead time for people to move to designated shelter. Present research provides 
reliability of forecast with lead time range to twelve  hour. This figure is reflected by confidence l vel. A 
























以上,本研究は中ノト河川に対 して,有効な洪水予潰倣術を開発 し,その精度の高さと汎用性の広さを示 したもの
である.
よって,本論文は博士(工学)の学位論文として合格と認める。
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